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Before You Scroll…

If you want to jump right into what the template looks like, feel free to scroll down! If you want
to learn how to use our template or to make it your own, feel free to stick around and keep
reading!

Our Hope and Mission

We hope that by sharing this free survey template we can support you in your endeavors to
ensure youth voices are heard and acknowledged. The original survey was created by Irma Rosa
Viera when she realized the COVID-19 concerns of multiple youth in her Los Angeles
community were not heard. The survey “COVID-19’s Aftermath on Students’ Mental Health”
was disseminated in 2021 and has since reached hundreds of youth between the ages 12 and 25.
The survey results showed exactly what we thought: youth are in need of support. As it points
out, the best way to help youth is to listen to them and to let them guide us.

We want to be able to provide a starting point for those who wish to give youth in their
communities a chance to voice what they need and how they want to be helped. We understand
that the students surveyed cannot speak for all youth in every community. As such, we created
this template resource so that you can begin your journey to tailor it to your youth.

With gratitude and hope for a brighter future,

Irma Rosa Viera and Tracy Nguyen
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Tips & Tricks!

1. Keep it short and sweet.

2. Don’t be afraid to add your own humor into it! That’s what the soup question is for!

3. To ensure youth are not submitting the survey multiple times, click on the “Settings” tab.
Scroll down to find the subsection titled “Responses” and click on it for the drop down
menu to appear. Toggle on “Limit to 1 response.”

4. If you have the resources to add an incentive, we encourage it! Here are two incentive
ideas:

○ Give extra credit or participation points
○ Give freebies that your school-based health center might have (e.g., stress balls

with their logo, pens, etc.)

5. If you are tech savvy and would like to give this survey in a more environmentally
friendly way, you can copy and paste the survey questions from page 4, into a google
form. Here is a how to make a google form video you can refer to for additional support.
For visuals on what our survey looks like, please scroll down to Page 5.
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Copy and Paste Time!

Feel free to copy and paste these questions into your Google Form or simply use it as a place to
brainstorm questions!

____________________________________________________________________________

Question 1: What age range do you belong to?

Question 2: Virtual Learning can be very heavy on students of all ages. What are some of the
ways virtual learning has impacted you? Whether negatively or positively.

Question 3: Do you feel receiving emotional support from your Wellness Center would be
beneficial to your educational needs going forward?

Question 4 : Is cereal soup? (Feel free to add your own unique question here! This question was
asked to break up the seriousness of the survey and to re-engage youth with a lighthearted
question.)

Question 5: We understand coming back to school can feel scary, we want to remind you that our
Wellness Center is here to support you. How can your Wellness Center AND SCHOOL better
support you in transitioning back to in-person learning?

Question 6: Did you know that your school has a Wellness Center?

Question 7: Do you know what kind of services are available to you at the Wellness Center?

Question 8: Please include your email ***AND*** first and last name in order to be entered into
the raffle! (You can also switch the word raffle for extra credit, participation points, etc!)
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Visual Example of the Exact Google Survey Form Given to Students
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